making book
consolidation easy

Consolidating your books is a big decision. You want to place your
trust in a carrier who is a personal lines market leader today and
positioned for continued growth tomorrow. When you transfer a book
to Safeco, you can count on dedicated, industry-leading assistance
every step of the way and capabilities that are second to none.

partner for the future™

More than 1,000 agencies and carriers are consolidating their personal lines books with Safeco.

Why? Because we have national reach, state-level expertise and the financial scale to win in personal lines
over the long term. And because our book consolidation capabilities and experience make it easy to do
business with us.

Flexible & Dedicated
·· No two book consolidations are the same. That’s why Safeco is prepared to tailor the
solution to your company’s unique needs. Our conversion options take into account the
size of your book, how much you want to be involved and the kind of transfer experience
you want for your customers.
·· To make sure the entire experience is smooth and easy, we provide you with a dedicated
account team to guide and support you every step of the way.

Price Match & Automation
·· Our breadth of products allows us to easily transition the coverages, limits and
deductibles of most personal lines policies. Many books also qualify for price matching,
which means the prior renewal premium is matched and then reaches the Safeco
premium over time, making a seamless transition for your customer. On average
(depending on the state), it takes three to seven years for the policy to reach Safeco
premium. [NOTE: price matching is only available for eligible policies and is not available in AK,
CA, MA, ME, MT, NC, NY, SC or WA.]
·· Safeco partners with numerous agency management system vendors, so you can extract
quoting data within minutes and get back to your day.

Communications & Support
·· A successful transfer depends on engaging your policyholders at the right time and in the
right way. Working with you, Safeco will send customized, co-branded communications on
your behalf, notifying your customers about the change. You send us the customer policy
details 90 days before renewal, and we’ll do all the heavy lifting.
·· Tracking and managing your transfer will be easy with a dedicated book transfer portal.
Here you can track the current book transfer quote activity, update customer status, send
Safeco any missing quote information and make notes of any customer discussions.

Learn more about Safeco’s book consolidation capabilities today.
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